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Uranerz Energy is poised for low-OPEX, low-CAPEX ISR
uranium production by early 2012 in the Powder River
Basin, Wyoming, USA.

Pending NRC SEIS: a construction signal for Nichols Ranch!
Event: Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) completed for Nichols
Ranch by U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) with no major issues cited.
Impact- Positive: The NRC’s announcement yesterday that there are “no major
environmental impacts that would preclude licensing the Nichols Ranch uranium
recovery project…” is a very positive step toward fully permitting the project, and
further de-risks the potential operation. A SEIS is the last formal document required
before the NRC can issue a Source Material License (SML), the project’s final license
required ahead of construction, which we expect in late February.
 Forecasts – We have modified our production schedule expectations for the
company with 2012 production of ~500 klb U3O8, & 2013 output of ~1.15 Mlb U3O8.
 Target Price, Ratings – We are increasing our target to $6.10 from $5.20, with the
transition from a 1.0 x NAV valuation to a 50:50 blend of 10.0 x our 2013 CFPS
estimate and 1.0 x our corporate NAV. In our view, the project has been
significantly de-risked, and given the strength of the technical team we integrate a
forward cash flow in our valuation on expectation of production commencement in
Q2’12. We retain our SECTOR OUTPERFORM Rating & SPECULATIVE Risk profile.

Forecast Risk
Financial Risk
Valuation Risk
Political Risk
52-Week High/Low
Dividend Yield
Shares O/S
Market Capitalization
Cash & Equiv.
Debt
Working Capital
Daily Volume
Currency

$4.92 / $0.87
N/A%
70.8 (basic)/
84.2 (F/D)
$346
$36
$0
$35
2,032,296
US$ unless noted

Company Profile
Website – www.uranerz.com
CEO – Glenn Catchpole
A uranium development company in the
Power River Basin, Wyoming. ISR
production is expected in early 2012.

Licensing and Permitting:
 The NRC said in its press release today, that the SEIS for the Nichols Ranch property
will be ‘noticed’ in the Federal Register on January 28th, 2011. The language in the
NRC’s press release regarding this SEIS lends confidence to our contention that the
NRC is mere weeks away from finalizing the Nichols Ranch SML, which it issued in
draft form recently, and which is the final license required ahead of construction.
(Exhibit 2 summarizes State & Federal regulators permitting process).

Estimates

 SML - Remaining License Ahead of Construction: an SML will allow Uranerz to
receive, possess, use, transfer, and deliver radioactive materials, and is required
ahead of construction. Our expectation is that the existing Draft SML issued by the
NRC, will be finalized by the end of February 2011, paving the way for the
commencement of construction thereafter.

Price Performance

Valuation: Our valuation of URZ is based on a simple 50:50 blend of 1.0x our DCF10%
analysis of the Nichols Ranch Project, net of adjustments (corporate NAV of $366 million
or $5.18/share), and 10.0x our 2013 CFPS estimate of $0.71 ($7.10). Our resulting
formal 12-month target is $6.10.

High
High
Moderate
Moderate

Shares (O/S), million
U3O8 Production (k lb)
Operating Costs: lb -1 U3O8
Revenue, $M
EBITDA, $M
Op. CFPS, $
Current Price / CFPS
Target Price / CFPS

2012E
70.8
500
$30.1
42.5
22.8
$0.37
13.3x
16.6x

2013E
73.8
1,150
$30.1
97.8
59.0
$0.71
6.9x
8.6x

2014E
73.8
1,500
$25.8
127.5
79.3
$0.72
6.8x
9.1x

Source: Capital IQ and Haywood Securities

Catalysts: 1) Award of permits/licenses for Nichols Ranch ISR plant & Hank facility
(Q1’11); 2) Commence construction of Nichols Ranch ISR Plant & Hank satellite facility
(early Q2’11), and 3) Commence exploration on the PRB properties (Q2’11).
Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund

Please see rating structure, important disclosures, risk profile
parameters, disclaimers, and notes on pages 8 - 11 of this report.
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Investment Thesis
We believe that Uranerz can commence uranium production in 2012 via ISR mining in Wyoming,
USA, and as such will join a select group of producers. The management team has extensive
experience with the successful permitting, development and operation of ISR facilities in the USA
and Kazakhstan, including Wyoming. Uranerz is well positioned to take full advantage of the uranium
market for the long-term due to its strategic land holding in the Powder River Basin (PRB) combined
with aggressive development and exploration programs. Our base case production scenario models
initial production in 2012 via a plant with annual production capacity of 2.0 million pounds U3O8.
Production is anticipated to venture from ISR facilities that require low capital expenditure and
which involve low operating costs. The significant advantage is the flexibility of ISR uranium plants to
be fed from multiple satellite resources up to ~100 km away, and provides a plant with the capacity
to exploit multiple smaller resources at low capital investment rates and as such provides the
Company with a sustainable operation. This scenario is ideal for Uranerz’s asset base in the Powder
River Basin, and facilitates ease of production growth and sustainability. Thus, we consider that
Uranerz provides an excellent opportunity for investors wanting exposure to a near term, low-cost
uranium producer with an exceptional management and board, a definitive resource and production
growth potential. Resource growth potential has been demonstrated from the Company’s 2008-10
exploration activity in the Powder River Basin. Uranerz will continue its exploration activity in the
Powder River Basin with an aim to add to the existing portfolio of resources to feed the planned
Nichols Ranch ISR plant. The world will see few new producers commencing production between
now and when we anticipate Uranerz commissions its Nichols Ranch Plant in Q2-12. Uranerz
mitigates a number of risks in the uranium mining sector due to its experienced management team
and location of projects in a uranium mining jurisdiction with relatively low start-up capital
expenditure and operating costs.

Stage Set for Final Licensing of Nichols Ranch from the NRC
The permitting process for uranium mining in Wyoming was protracted by amendments to licensing
regulations initiated by both the Nuclear Regulatory Agency, and the Environmental Protection
Agency occurring during the application review process. The NRC has now publically announced its
completion of the Supplimentary Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for URZ’s Nichols Ranch ISR
Uranium project, located in Johnson and Campbell Counties, in the central Powder River Basin,
Wyoming. According to the NRC’s Press release yesterday, it has completed its final SEIS, and found
no major environmental impacts that would preclude licensing the Nichols Ranch uranium recovery
project, which is, in our view, the best possible outcome for Uranerz, and opens the door for the NRC
to finalize the Draft Source Material License (SML) currently undergoing the review process. With all
State and Federal approvals in place, save for the finalization of the SML, we believe Uranerz is on
the cusp of receiving word from the NRC on the SML. Ahead of construction, Uranerz requires only a
finalized Source Material License from the U.S. NRC, and yesterday’s news from the NRC on the SEIS
can only be a positive signal for the future of the project, and the NRC’s intentions in that regard.
The announcement by the NRC that it has completed the SEIS, with no major findings, represents
another major de-risking event of the Nichols Ranch ISR uranium project, in a series of recent
permitting successes realized by Uranerz. Last year Uranium One (UUU-T, Not Covered, Not Rated),
received a similar SEIS (27th August 2010), which was quickly followed by the issuance of an
Operating License (1st October 2010), for the Moore Ranch ISR property, located in the same County
as some of URZ’s core assets in Wyoming. For more details on the permitting process please refer to
Exhibit 2, which outlines the Federal and State regulators, and sub-departments involved in the
licensing process, and the flow through the process in Wyoming.
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Stage Set for Final Licensing of Nichols Ranch from the NRC (continued)
In December ’09 the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) regarding Uranerz’s proposed Nichols Ranch In-Situ Recovery
(ISR) uranium project (Campbell & Johnson Counties, Wyoming). The NRC has now completed its
final SEIS for the project, and only the SML stands between URZ and construction at Nichols Ranch.
The NRC announced (November `10) the issuance of a draft Source Material License for Uranerz’s
Nichols Ranch project. Receipt of a final Source Material License would allow URZ to receive,
possess, use, transfer, and deliver radioactive material. We expect finalization of the SML by late
February 2011.

Major Permitting Milestones:
NRC:
WDEQ:

We anticipate that Uranerz is likely to receive an SML from the NRC in late February `11
URZ has effectively attained all possible State permitting at this point in development.
With the Permit to Mine in place, pending Federal approvals, construction may
commence. At some point ahead of production, a Deep Disposal Well permit (DDW)
must be obtained, but is not required for construction commencement.

Uranerz’s Powder River Basin: Resource Base
Powder River Basin Asset Base:
Uranerz’s primary assets include the satellite Hank property and the Nichols Ranch property where,
in addition to that property’s ISR well fields, a central processing facility is planned to be constructed.
The central processing facility is expected to be fed initially from Nichols Ranch production, as well as
loaded resin from the Hank satellite property. The proposed central processing facility at Nichols
Ranch was initially designed with excess capacity to handle production feed from several satellite ISR
facilities, including the collective West North-Butte properties, which are all less than six miles from
the proposed central processing facility.
Uranerz’s most recently announced resource at Jane Dough is likely to be in such proximity to the
planned Nichols Ranch plant for it to be exploited and fed directly to the plant without establishing a
separate satellite facility. Furthermore, the Company will continue to develop and test its portfolio of
properties in the PRB to select additional properties (e.g., Reno Creek) for licensing as satellite
projects to feed the central processing facility at Nichols Ranch.
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Uranerz’s Powder River Basin: Resource Base (continued)
Uranerz continuing on its path to deliver to its resources portfolio in the Powder River Basin
Exhibit 1: NI 43-101 Compliant Resources
Measured &
Indicated

Grade
(% U3O8)

Reno Creek

4,292,948

0.056%

142,167

0.039%

4,435,115

South Doughstick

1,852,673

0.121%

153,337

0.096%

2,006,010

86,909

0.055%

969,645

0.000%

2,949,546

NI 43-101 Resources

Doughstick Properties

Inferred

Grade
(% U3O8)

Total

882,736

0.081%

Nichols Ranch

2,949,546

0.114%

Hank

2,236,050

0.123%

246,753

0.087%

2,482,803

West North-Butte

2,837,015

0.153%

2,681,928

0.120%

5,518,943

664,521

0.058%

32,522

0.042%

697,043

15,715,489

0.103%

3,343,616

0.111%

19,059,105

North Rolling Pin
Total Attributable:

Source: Company reports

Valuation
Our valuation is the result of a 50:50 blend of: A) our 10.0% DCF analysis of the Nichols Ranch ISR
Uranium plant and satellite facilities, and produces a NPV of $301 million, plus an exploration credit
of $30 million for assets within and outside the Arkose Mining Venture, and corporate adjustments,
producing a total corporate NAV of $366 million, or $5.15 per basic share; and, B) and 10.0x our 2013
CFPS estimate of $0.71 ($7.10). Our resulting formal 12-month target is $6.10.
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Exhibit 2: Permitting & Licensing Structure for ISR Uranium Mining in Wyoming

Uranium Production

PermitsLicence
Progress
Submitted

ISR Mine
Construction

Draft

Aquifer Permit Air Quality
Permit
Exemption to Mine

WQD

LQD

EPA

AQD

WDEQ

Source Material
Licence

SER

GEIS / SEIS

NRC

Regulatory
Body

DDW

Permit/
License

Awarded

LEGEND
EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
WDEQ: Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
NRC: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
WQD: Water Quality Division
LQD: Land Quality Division
AQD: Air Quality Division

SER: Safety Evaluation Report
GEIS: Generic Environmental Impact Statement
SEIS: Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
DOW: Deep Disposal Well Permit

Source: Uranerz Energy, Haywood Securities
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Exhibit 3: Uranerz’s Powder River Basin Properties Overview. Note: Reno Creek.

Source: Uranerz Energy
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Disclaimers
This report is neither a solicitation for the purchase of securities nor an offer of securities. Our ratings are intended only for
clients of Haywood Securities Inc., Haywood Securities (USA) Inc., and those of Haywood Securities (UK) Limited and such
clients are cautioned to consult the respective firm prior to purchasing or selling any security recommended or views
contained in this report. Haywood Securities (UK) Limited (“HSUK”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Haywood Securities Inc.
authorized and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority as a stock broker and investment adviser and is a
member of the London Stock Exchange.
Estimates and projections contained herein, whether or not our own, are based on assumptions that we believe to be
reasonable. The information presented, while obtained from sources we believe reliable, is checked but not guaranteed
against errors or omissions. Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of your investment to
fluctuate. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. The investments to which this report
relates can fluctuate in value and accordingly you are not certain to make a profit on any investment: you could make a loss.
Haywood Securities, or certain of its affiliated companies, may from time to time receive a portion of commissions or other
fees derived from the trading or financings conducted by other affiliated companies in the covered security. Haywood analysts
are salaried employees who may receive a performance bonus that may be derived, in part, from corporate finance income.
Haywood Securities, Inc., and Haywood Securities (USA) Inc. and Haywood Securities (UK) Limited do have officers in common
however, none of those common officers affect or control the ratings given a specific issuer or which issuer will be the subject
of Research coverage. In addition, the firm does maintain and enforce written policies and procedures reasonably designed to
prevent influence on the activities of affiliated analysts.

Dissemination of Research
This report is prepared by Haywood Securities Inc. for use by Haywood Securities Inc., Haywood Securities (USA) Inc. and
Haywood Securities (UK) Limited and their clients. Research reports are disseminated either through electronic medium or in
printed copy. Clients may access reports on our website, or receive publications directly via email. Haywood strives to ensure
all clients receive research in a timely manner and at the same time. It is against our policy for analysts to discuss or circulate
their recommendations internally prior to public distribution. This policy applies equally to recommendation changes, target
changes and/or forecast revisions.
For Canadian residents: Haywood Securities Inc. is a Canadian registered broker-dealer and a member of the Investment
Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, the Toronto Stock Exchange, the Toronto Venture Exchange and the Canadian
Investor Protection Fund and accepts responsibility for the dissemination of this report. Any Canadian client that wishes
further information on any securities discussed in this report should contact a qualified salesperson of Haywood Securities Inc.
For U.S. residents: Haywood Securities (USA) Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Haywood Securities Inc., registered with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and is a member of FINRA and the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC).
Haywood Securities (USA) Inc. as a U.S. registered broker-dealer accepts responsibility for this Research Report and its
dissemination in the United States. Any U.S. client that wishes further information on any securities discussed in this report
should contact a qualified salesperson of Haywood Securities (USA) Inc. Haywood Securities Inc. Research Analysts are
considered Foreign Research Analysts to the USA and are not registered/qualified as Research Analysts with FINRA. As these
analysts are considered Foreign Research Analysts they may not be specifically subject to FINRA (formerly NASD) Rule 2711
and FINRA (formerly NYSE) Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a Subject Company, Public Appearances and trading
securities held by a Research Analyst Account.
This report is intended for institutional investors but may be distributed to all non-institutional US.
For U.K. residents: Haywood Securities (UK) Limited (“HSUK”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Haywood Securities Inc.
authorized and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority as a stock broker and investment adviser and is a
member of the London Stock Exchange. This report has been approved by HSUK for the purposes of section 21 of the UK’s
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.If you wish to contact HSUK please email Michael Sweeney at
msweeney@haywood.com. If you are a UK resident retail customer and you propose to do business with Haywood Securities
Inc., please take note of the following:
Haywood Securities Inc. or its subsidiaries or respective officers, directors or employees have or may have a material interest
in the securities to which this report relates. Any investment services undertaken on your behalf by Haywood Securities Inc
are not covered by the rules and regulations made for the protection of retail investors in the UK. This means that you will not
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have the benefit of rights designed to protect investors under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and under the rules
of the Financial Services Authority (“FSA”).In particular, you will not benefit from the following UK protections:
(a) the right to claim through the UK’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme for losses resulting in the unlikely event of our
default; (b) in the event of a dispute, access to the UK’s Financial Ombudsman Service; (c) protection of money held on your
behalf under the FSA’s Client Money Rules.

Analyst Certification
I, Geordie Mark, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report (which includes the rating assigned to the issuer’s
shares as well as the analytical substance and tone of the report) accurately reflect my/our personal views about the subject
securities and the issuer. No part of my/our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific
recommendations.

Important Disclosures
Of the companies included in the report the following Important Disclosures apply:




Haywood Securities, Inc. has reviewed lead projects of Uranium Energy Corp. (UEC-AMEX) and a portion of the
expenses for this travel have been reimbursed by the issuer.
Haywood Securities, Inc. or an Affiliate has received compensation for investment banking services from Uranium
Energy Corp. (UEC-AMEX) in the past 12 months.
Haywood Securities, Inc. or an Affiliate has received compensation for investment banking services from Uranium
Energy Corp. (UEC-AMEX) in the past 24 months.

Other material conflict of interest of the research analyst of which the research analyst or member knows or has reason to
know at the time of publication or at the time of public appearance:


n/a

Rating Structure
Each company within analyst’s universe, or group of companies covered, is assigned a rating to represent how the analyst feels
the stock will perform in comparison with the other companies, in that specific sector, over the upcoming 12 month period.
SECTOR OUTPERFORM – Haywood’s top rating category. The analyst believes that the security will outperform its sector.
Furthermore, the shares are forecast to provide attractive returns measured against alternative investments when considering
risk profiles. The rating carries a minimum total return threshold of 15% for equities and 12% for trusts. The rating applies to
companies that have tangible underlying assets that give a measure of support to the market valuation. The rating category
considers both the absolute and relative values in assigning the highest rating on the security.
SECTOR PERFORM – The analyst believes that the security will trade with tight correlation to its underlying sector.
Furthermore, the target price (together with any anticipated distributions) is at or above the market price, and forecast riskadjusted returns are attractive relative to alternative investments.
SECTOR UNDERPERFORM – Investors are advised to sell the security or hold alternative securities within the sector. Stocks in
this category are expected to underperform relative to their sector. The category also represents stocks with unattractive
forecast returns relative to alternative investments.
The above ratings are determined by the analyst at the time of publication. On occasion, total returns may fall outside of the
ranges due to market price movements and/or short term volatility. At the discretion of Haywood’s Management, these
deviations may be permitted after careful consideration
TENDER – The analyst is recommending that investors tender to a specific offering for the company’s stock.
RESEARCH COMMENT – An analyst comment about an issuer event that does not include a rating or recommendation.
UNDER REVIEW – Placing a stock Under Review does not revise the current rating or recommendation of the analyst. A stock
will be placed Under Review when the relevant company has a significant material event with further information pending or
to be announced. An analyst will place a stock Under Review while he/she awaits sufficient information to re-evaluate the
company’s financial situation.
COVERAGE DROPPED – Haywood Securities will no longer cover the issuer. Haywood will provide notice to clients whenever
coverage of an issuer is discontinued.
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Haywood's focus is to search for undervalued companies which analysts believe may achieve attractive risk-adjusted returns.
This research coverage on potentially undervalued companies may result in an outweighed percentage of companies rated as
Sector Outperform. Management regularly reviews rating and targets in all sectors to ensure fairness and accuracy.
For further information on Haywood Securities’ research dissemination policies, please visit:
http://www.haywood.com/research_dissemination.asp

Risk Profile Parameters
SPECULATIVE: – Investment for risk accounts only. Companies within this category carry greater financial and/or execution
risk. All junior/venture companies that carry great financial and/or liquidity risk will be tagged “SPECULATIVE”. A stock
indicating a SPECULATIVE risk is determined from sector specific criteria outlined below.

Risk Profile Parameters – Mining and Minerals Sector
Forecast Risk: High – Haywood forecasts are below guidance. The Company has a history of missing targets and/or Haywood
expects guidance to be lowered. Limited hedging increases commodity leverage. Forecasts reflect higher commodity prices or
production relative to guidance. Moderate – Haywood forecasts are generally in line with guidance. The Company has a
history of meeting or exceeding guidance. Forecasts are consistent with current commodity pricing and production guidance.
Hedging is in line with peers. Low – Haywood forecasts exceed guidance. The Company has a history of meeting or exceeding
guidance. Forecasts allow for modestly lower commodity pricing or production levels. Commodity hedging lowers volatility
relative to peers.
Financial Risk: High – The business plan is not fully funded, but requires debt and/or equity financing. The exploration
program is funded for two years or less. This categorization does not predict whether the additional funds will be raised.
Moderate – The development plan is fully funded, with the exploration program funded for three years or more. The
Company’s debt is rated below investment grade. Low – The Company is fully funded. Its debt is rated investment grade
and/or the Company has a history of profitability or dividend payments in each of the last three years.
Valuation Risk: High – The current valuation is at the high end of historic levels and/or at a premium to peers. The valuation
reflects considerable exploration success and/or commodity appreciation. Where applicable, the current capitalization
exceeds the DCF evaluation by more than 50%. Moderate – The current valuation is within historic ranges and generally
consistent with peers. The valuation reflects reasonable exploration success and/or commodity appreciation. Where
applicable, the current capitalization exceeds the DCF valuation by 15% to 50%. Low – The current valuation is at the low end
of historic ranges and at a discount to peer valuations. The valuation reflects limited new exploration success and no
commodity appreciation. Where applicable, the current capitalization exceeds the DCF valuation by less than 15% or falls
below the current market value.
Political Risk: High – Currently no industry activity or infrastructure exists. Government opposition is significant. Obtaining
permits is challenging. Moderate – Industry activity or infrastructure is minimal. Government at national, regional, and local
levels is indifferent. Obtaining permits is relatively straightforward. Low – Industry activity and infrastructure exist.
Government is supportive. Obtaining permits is facilitated.

Distribution of Ratings (as of January 25, 2011)
Haywood’s current rating structure (outlined above) does not correlate to the 3-tiered BUY, HOLD, SELL structure required by
the FINRA. Our ratings of Sector Outperform, Sector Perform and Sector Underperform most closely correspond to Buy,
Hold/Neutral and Sell respectively however, as described above, our assigned ratings take into account the relevant sector.
Distribution of Ratings
%
#
S/O
51.1%
68
S/P
10.5%
14
S/U
3.0%
4
T
2.3%
3
UR (S/O)
6.0%
8
UR (S/P)
0.0%
0
UR (S/U)
0.8%
1
dropped (TTM)
26.3%
35
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(TTM)
92.9%
3.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.6%
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Price Chart, Rating and Price Target History (as of January 25, 2011)

S/O: Sector Outperform; S/P: Sector Perform; S/U: Sector Underperform; T: Tender; U/R: Under Review
Source: Capital IQ and Haywood Securities
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